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Abstract

The head-tail instability of the 12 GeV PS at KEK, has been
confirmed by extensive experiments. It turns out that the
eddy-current-induced sextupole fields in the rectangular-
shaped vacuum pipe in the main bending magnets played a
crucial role in the head-tail instability during acceleration.
The eddy current effect was verified by field measurement
and chromaticity measurement in a way of different field-
rampings. The coupling impedances of the present injec-
tion kickers and new fast-extraction (FX) kickers, the dom-
inant impedance sources, have been examined on the test
bench. The growth rate is calculated.

1 INTRODUCTION

The head-tail instability limited the beam intensity of the
12 GeV PS at KEK[1]. The eddy-current-induced sex-
tupole field in the vacuum pipe in the main bending mag-
nets forces the horizontal chromaticity into shifting from
negative to positive value during acceleration. Then longi-
tudinal modes̀ = 0, 1 and 2 become unstable. Especially
the modè = 0 is fatal.

The chromaticity change is proportional to(dB/dt)/B
if it comes from eddy current. In the KEK-PS MRdB/dt
saturates at 2.3 T/s, whileB increases as the beam is ac-
celerated. Therefore the chromaticity change is larger for
lower energy. That is why the instability occurs just after
acceleration start.

Organization of the present paper is as follows. First, the
eddy current in the vacuum pipes in the bending magnets
is manifested to be a main source that causes the positive
chromaticity. Second, the result of impedance measure-
ment of injection and FX kickers is given. The observed
growth rate before and after the installation of the FX kick-
ers are briefly described.

2 EDDY-CURRENT-INDUCED
SEXTUPOLE FIELD

The sextupole fields induced by the eddy current propo-
tional todB/dt is considered to cause a change in the chro-
maticity. Its size was measured for two differentdB/dt
patterns. One isdB/dt = 2.3[T/s] × t/(100[ms]) for 0
< t < 100 ms, i.e. 100 ms smoothing pattern. The other
is dB/dt = 2.3[T/s] × t/(200[ms]) for 0 < t < 200 ms,
i.e. 200 ms smoothing pattern. The calculated and mea-
sured chromaticities during a beginning part of accelera-
tion are plotted in Fig.1 and Fig.2, respectively. Solid line
and dashed line in Fig.1 indicate the case of the 100 ms and
200 ms smoothing pattern, respectively. Filled circles and

open circles in Fig.2 indicate the case of the 100 ms and the
200 ms smoothing pattern, respectively. Global feature in
the measured temporal variation ofξx is qualitatively and
quantitatively similar to the calculated one except an un-
knownξx shift of 1-2, which has been observed for these
years.
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Figure 1: Calculated horizontal chromaticity
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Figure 2: Measured horizontal chromaticity

The eddy-current-induced sextupole field component
was directly measured in a case with/without a model pipe
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of SUS316L in the monitor bending magnet connected with
main bending magnets in series. “Gaussmeter”(LakeShore
460) consisting of Hall probes and processing units was
employed for the measurement. Two Hall probes were
placed almost at the center in the longitudinal direction of
the magnet. One probe locating at a fixed position was
used as a reference. The output voltage excursion of the
other probe from the reference signal is recorded by using
time domain data acquisition of a 16-bit FFT analyzer (AD-
VANTEST R9211C SERVO ANALYZER). The signal was
averaged over a few tens of field pattern cycles. It was es-
sential to use a difference signal of two probes to maximize
the ADC signal-to-noise-ratio and to cancel an undesirable
long-term field variation. The frequency band width of the
measurement system was sufficient for our purpose.

The difference between the measured fieldswith and
withoutthe vacuum pipe is taken. In Fig. 3 a field variation
along the horizontal axis at the timing of 100 ms from the
beginning of acceleration is indicated by open circles. The
field variation at the center is set to be zero for convenience.

It is in good agreement with the calculations using three
analytic formulae: a two-parallel-plate approximation (
dashed line )[2], a numerical integration with a realistic
shape ( solid line )[3]. A 2D simulation by the boundary
element method for eddy-current-induced fields also gives
a consistent result[4].

Consequently, the change in the chromaticity is at-
tributed to the eddy-current-induced sextupole fields.
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Figure 3: Field variation due to eddy current in the vacuum
pipe

3 KICKER IMPEDANCES

The growth rate measurement has suggested that the main
sources of the coupling impedances are kickers and re-
sistive wall[1]. It was urgent to evaluate the coupling
impedance of newly installed FX kickers[5] for long-
baseline neutrino oscillation experiment.

To evaluate the kicker coupling impedance, both of the-
oretical and experimental approach have been employed.
The real part of the transverse coupling impedances of the
injection and FX kickers were calculated by using the stan-
dard theory of travelling wave kickers[6],

• C-type

Re[ZT ] ≈ c

ω

Z0

4b2
η,

• “Twin c-type”[5]

Re[ZT ] ≈ c

ω

Z0

b2
η,

where c is the velocity of light, Z0 the characteristic
impedance of the kicker,ω the angular frequency,b the gap
width andη the factor depending on the cable connection
and termination of the kicker.

The measurement was performed using a copper wire of
1 mm in diameter. At firstS21 in “S” matrix was measured
with a network analyzer ( hp8753E ) by displacing the
wire in the horizontal direction. TheS21 component was
translated to theZT by using the formula for distributed
impedance[7].

The results are plotted in Fig.4 for the injection kicker
and in Fig.5 for seven FX kickers. In the figures dots
indicate the measured value and solid line the calculated
one. Due to the limitation of the experimental setup, the
terminations of the kickers are not same as to the practi-
cal setup. In the present measurement, the matched loads
were connected with the injection kicker at both ends. The
FX kicker is conneted with a matched load at one end and
short-circuited at the other end. The disagreement between
the calculated and measuredRe[ZT ] for both type of kick-
ers may come from incomplete error correction or ferrite
loss which were not included in the calculations. They are
subjects to be solved in future.

The additional impedance newly introduced by the seven
FX kickers seems to be much larger than that of the five
injection kickers for the frequency range of our interest.

In addition, the longitudinal impedance measurement of
the FX kickers embedded in the large rectangular chamber
implied sharp resonances in a few hundred MHz region as
shown by the dashed line in Fig.6. It is potentially dan-
gerous for the microwave instability serious at transition
crossing[8]. It seems to be caused by the gaps between
kicker modules. Then the gaps between kickers were filled
up by the short copper pipes of the similar inner size. It re-
duced the impedance peak height by a factor of two to four
as indicated by the solid line in Fig.6.

4 CONCLUSION

The growth rate which is calculated by introducing the
coupling impedances of the resistive wall and kickers into
Sacherer’s formula[9] should become to be large after in-
stalling the FX kickers. The growth rate measurements
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Figure 4: Coupling impedance of one injection kicker
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Figure 5: Coupling impedance of seven FX kickers

have been performed during a commissioning run for the
long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment. The growth
rate has increased by about a factor of two after installing
the FX kickers under certain conditions. Although this can
be reproduced by the calculation, a full agreement in the
overall behaviour has not been achieved yet.

Octupole magnets have been re-located with four-fold
symmetry so as to minimize a dynamic aperture reduction.
Landau damping effect with the octupoles was crucial for
the operation after installing the FX kickers not only during
acceleration but also during the injection flat bottom.
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Figure 6: Coupling impedance of seven FX kickers
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